
Alumni Update:

Sylvia Chou

Greetings, Interdisciplinary MPH friends!  I always enjoy
hearing about the adventures of others who were in the
program.  It makes me feel energized seeing passionate people
with skills and brilliant ideas doing great things.

After a Cancer Prevention Fellowship—part of which was
spent at Berkeley’s MPH program— I joined the Federal
Government as a Program Director in the Health
Communication and Informatics Research Branch of the
Behavioral Research Program at the National Cancer Institute.
 A mouthful of a vague description, but basically I get to wear
different hats in this job: one is to conduct research as a
behavioral scientist, including studying the pattern of social
media use in the US and among individuals with chronic
illnesses, understanding the potential health implications of
the changing communication landscape brought on the

Internet and new media.  I also continue to use my knowledge and
skills as a sociolinguist, studying clinical encounters through a
qualitative, ethnographic approach.  All in all, this part of my work
boils down to writing and rewriting papers many times.... to the point
that the kids question why Mommy is allows such long “screen
time” everyday.  In fact, my seven-year-old commented that sitting in
front of a computer is “not what I call public health.”  

In addition to research, I supervise a portfolio of NIH-funded
research grants, working with investigators at various points of their
interactions with the funding process.  This part of my job makes me
feel better about not having a teaching job—a profession I loved
and treasured— as I do a lot of mentoring for junior investigators. In
this case, everyone I talk to is highly motivated! 

Finally, I am in the process of developing a new funding
opportunities announcement for NIH on the topic of social media
and health (cancer control and prevention in particular).  This gives
me the chance to take a ten-thousand miles up view of health
communication research and practice and to try to identify, in
discussion with experts in the field, the direction of research in the
area.  Given the new communication landscape brought on by
Internet and mobile technologies, many questions remain as to the
utility of social media to improve health at the population level.
 Topics such as digital divide, literacy, as well as innovative and
cross-cutting measurement methods are topic priorities to be
included in this possible funding announcement.  

I frequently look back to the skills and perspective gained during the
MPH year at Berkeley.  The entry into the world of public health,
through Nap’s guidance, changed my understanding of these topics
in very significant ways.  The connections among health, human
rights, and social justice are tangible, and efforts at improving health
may begin at many levels—each of us finding the place where we
can contribute.  

Several years after graduation, I can feel that I am a little better
poised to respond to many of the questions that Nap posed in class.
In particular, he asked us what makes a true leader — a question that
seemed to have come out of nowhere to many of us in class at the
time. This has stayed with me as I reflect on the leaders of all sorts
whom I encounter, and as I think about what kind of leader I aspire to
be.

(continued on page 2)
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You are cordinally invited to the
University of California at Berkeley

 School of Public Health
Interdisciplinary MPH Program

2nd Annual
Interdisciplinary
Student and Alumni
Potluck Picnic

Saturday, May 7, 12-2 pm
Codornices Park

1201 Euclid Avenue
Berkeley, CA

Spouses, significant others, children
and pets are all welcome!

An invitation will be emailed in April 2010

For information please call 510 643-2700

Although it was a wonderful experience, choosing Berkeley
meant I had to be away from my family during the MPH year.
 Luckily, I can say by now that my husband and kids have
forgiven me for having been thousands of miles away.  With my
husband, Paul, a linguistics professor, we’re living in Arlington,
Virginia, with our two happy boys, Noah and Ben.  Some of our
current favorite activities are camping, hiking, eating interesting
foods, playing with Star Wars Legos, and traveling to California,
Taiwan…. and beyond!
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the Arts, San Francisco, California
www.publichealthheroes.org
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A midlife adventure

It’s better to have midlife adventures than a midlife crisis.
After six years as Chief County Medical Officer in
Norway, I had the opportunity to travel to Berkeley for
my Masters Degree in Public Health.  I had begun in my
current position without much experience in public
health, but with a lot of skills learned from one of life’s
better schools: a family medical practice.

I could have done my MPH in Norway, but I wanted to
have more than a learning experience. One of my
principals, the General Director of the Norwegian
Directorate for Health, has a MPH and a MBA from
Berkeley (1994), and he encouraged me to apply to
Berkeley. My wife and two daughters (17 and 20) were
thrilled at the thought of spending a year in California.

 I’m not sure which is more difficult—studying now, or
dealing with the application process earlier in the year.
Fortunately, I had some prior training in writing emails in
English and struggling with non-cooperative websites
and bureaucracies. Getting my original TOEFL test
results to Berkeley proved to be almost impossible, but
my endless emails and phone calls convinced Nap
Hosang that my language skills were sufficient for the
MPH. I was admitted, an apartment in University Village
became available, and suddenly everything fell in place.

On a sunny but rather cold day in the end of June I landed at
SFO and after a few hectic days I was ready for my first
lecture. Twenty-six years after my last university class, I
found biostatistics (PH 141) to be somewhat of a challenge. I
was glad my family hadn’t joined me yet, and I didn’t mind
that the summer was foggy and cold when I was inside
studying all the time. Maureen Lahiff (the PH 141 instructor)
kept me from falling through the cracks, we worked at a
steady pace, I made some great new friends, and suddenly
the Summer Session was over.

Falling into a routine was easy and buying and riding a bike
turned out to very effective for both preventing boredom
and promoting health. I did a lot of exploring, rode up steep
hills and got an excellent overview of my local geography.
(Highly recommended.)

Fall semester started with selecting classes, which was not
as easy as you might think. There was so much to choose
from and invariably if I found two interesting classes, they
were scheduled at the same day and time. But after a little bit
of shuffling my schedule was set.

Now that it’s the middle of the semester I can breathe and
take a moment to look back.  This has been my greatest
learning experience since becoming a parent, with   the wide
variety of courses to choose from, and the high quality of
the instructors  and my fellow students.  Many students
pursuing professional degree like a MPH have clear career
goals or are already in a career, and have much to offer each
other. What I like most is the interactivity and class
discussions. It has been a pleasure to get to know a lot of
extraordinary fellow students this summer and fall, all
coming here with their own exciting experiences, curiosity,
and good will.

Current students:

Jan Vaage
MD, Candidate for MPH 2011
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Career Café

Current School of Public Health students meet with
alumni and other public health professionals to discuss
career opportunities in the field of  public health. For
more information please call 510 643-6382 or email
phaa@berkeley.edu
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Alumni Update:

Niraj Sehgal
MD, MPH 2002

Choosing the less-traveled path often provides the greatest
opportunities for growth and learning. After I finished my
residency and chief residency in internal medicine at Stanford, I
continued towards an academic career by starting a fellowship
at the Stanford Prevention Research Center. Whereas most
fellows enrolled in the Masters in Clinical Epidemiology
program, I wanted to pursue a longstanding desire of
understanding “public health.” I thought the best way to do
this was to move away from a room of physicians only and be
inspired and taught by an interdisciplinary group that would
push my beliefs, strengthen my passions, and challenge
paradigms that had been cultivated through the traditional
medical model of training. I couldn’t have imagined how well the
Interdisciplinary MPH program would fulfill those goals.

Following my fellowship, I joined the faculty at UCSF in the
Division of Hospital Medicine. Clinically, it allowed me to care
for hospitalized and critically ill patients, a practice I loved for

the intellectual challenge, the team-based care models, and the
opportunity to develop intense and meaningful patient
relationships with patients at vulnerable junctions in their health
and lives. To the confusion of others, I frequently talked about
“systems” and “prevention”—terms from my days at UC
Berkeley—which seemed paradoxical in the hospital setting.
This blend of paradigms, old and new, ultimately led to a focus
on patient safety and quality improvement, which were still fairly
novel academic fields a decade ago.

While riding the funding rollercoaster that often defines early
academic careers, I’ve been incredibly fortunate to land in a
group that fosters innovation, collaboration, and a sense of
community within the large walls of UCSF. My work is centered
on improving the quality and safety of care with particular
interests in the interface between safety culture, organizational
change management, and new models of multidisciplinary
teamwork and communication. My administrative, teaching, and
research roles all provide natural overlap in these areas, and the
foundation for my approach really started with the MPH. I spend
most of my time thinking about health systems, information
technology, and the psychology of incentives that affect the
behavior of patients, providers, trainees and the very systems
that fail us every day. Developing systems that allow—and
often force— us to do the right thing is very challenging but
also rewarding when it improves the care we provide.

These efforts and interests have fueled a more recent focus in
leadership development. Working with colleagues at the UCSF
Center for the Health Professions, I’ve helped develop and teach
in programs that train providers of different disciplines to lead
and manage change. A favorite quote of mine from author David
Nadler states, “Change is persuading massive numbers of
people to stop what they have been doing and start doing
something that they probably don’t want to do.” I can’t think of
a quote that better captures the state of our entire healthcare
system and the work that lies ahead. That said, short of
broadcasting Chicago Cubs baseball games from Wrigley Field, I
also can’t imagine a better or more supportive place for my work
right now. The prospect of the Cubs winning in my lifetime
seems even dimmer than healthcare. (I suppose this would be an
interesting debate.)

This past year I’ve visited Croatia, Greece, and Turkey and
continue to enjoy seeing the world in different ways. I also
started running half-marathons and just did one in Healdsburg
through the vineyards. I can highly recommend this to others.
My MPH year gave me three benefits: content and skills learned
in the classroom, a network of classmates and instructors who
helped open new horizons, and the chance to know Nap. We all
know what a privilege it is to be pushed by him to grow and
learn.  I hope this finds my Class of ’02 doing well!
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Current Students:

Zoe Chafe
MS, Candidate for MPH 2011

August, my first month as a public health student, should have
been incredibly disorienting.  I was making an abrupt shift away
from my chosen discipline—environmental research. For at least
a decade, I’d concentrated my undergraduate classes, summer
field work positions, professional assignments and personal
travel population ecology, resource degradation, carbon trading,
and international environmental governance. Now, instead of
studying the well-being of Earth’s natural systems, I would be
studying the health of the Earth’s people.

In reality, my first semester in the Interdisciplinary MPH program
has felt like coming home after a long trip: a bit jarring, but
comfortable in its familiarity. This comes from the fact that,
beneath my “green” exterior, I have always sought an
understanding of the many connections that we, as humans,
share with our environment. I see little separation between the
pursuit of environmental protection and the goal of increasing
human well-being. The two are intimately linked. Now, as an MPH
student, I have at hand the resources to formally (and informally)
gain skills in public health.

How did I get here? My interest in human/environmental
interactions began when I was an undergraduate. Fascinated by
biology as well as larger environmental systems, I spent a
summer chasing butterflies of scientific interest around the
Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory in Colorado; during
another summer, I worked for the US Forest Service, measuring
small mammal populations in remote parts of the Sierras. These
should have been my dream jobs, but I soon realized that I was
missing something: a human component to the research.

Glimmers of interdisciplinary research ideas soon began to appear: I
wrote my undergraduate honors thesis on the relationship between
landowners and migratory animals in a rural Montana valley,
addressing the trade-offs between conservation ideals and land
tenure realities.  I spent a semester studying in Madagascar, a
deeply moving experience that introduced me to the complex act of
balancing basic human needs (for rice, cattle, and charcoal
production) with—and sometimes against—the continued existence
of unique and severely endangered plants and animals, all in a
country with extreme levels of poverty. I also interned with the
Centre for Science and Environment in Delhi, where I was introduced
to the often extremely political controversies around global
environmental problems, such as climate change.

Within a week of graduating from college, I moved across the
country to Washington, DC. My summer internship with the
Worldwatch Institute, an independent research non-profit, turned
into a five year job. At Worldwatch, I had the opportunity to call on
many of my research interests:  I wrote about environmental treaties,
carbon credits, ecotourism, urban vulnerability, and disaster
response. I traveled to Sri Lanka to learn how post-tsunami aid was
affected by ongoing civil conflict. I met with climate project
developers in Beijing.  I participated in UN climate and sustainability
meetings. Perhaps most importantly, I learned how to communicate
my findings to students, policymakers, interested readers, and the
media.

The need to effectively communicate about environmental
interventions is what led me back to graduate school, and
eventually, to the Interdisciplinary MPH program. I’ve been spurred
by realization that looking at human health is an incredibly powerful
way of understanding environmental problems—and one that is not
used often enough.

With a growing interest in the ways that climate change impacts
human health, I moved to Berkeley in 2008 to start a PhD in the
Energy and Resources Group (ERG), an interdisciplinary graduate
program that encourages interaction with diverse departments
across campus. I quickly connected with Environmental Health
Sciences Professor Kirk Smith, who introduced me to the deadly
problem of indoor air pollution.

Smoke from cooking fires and inefficient stoves causes nearly two
million premature deaths each year (mostly women and children
living in developing countries), while also releasing large amounts of
particulate air pollution. While I had been thinking of my research
primarily in terms of the effects of climate change on health, Kirk
opened my eyes to the world of co-benefits: the potential to improve
human health while simultaneously preventing further climate
damage—a quintessential win-win situation, when approached
correctly.

To better understand and contribute to this work, I began taking
public health classes. It wasn’t long before I was hooked, but I was
also frustrated by my continued inability to answer some of my ERG
classmates’ questions about public health. Knowing that I wanted to
grow in this role of bridging environmental and public health
research and policy, I decided to enroll in the Interdisciplinary MPH
program.
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program, the doctors and nurses, who observed what Biodanza
was doing to the patients, took part in it, too, and Toro’s
movement was born. I trained in the method in Lima and
ultimately with Toro himself in Chile. He called me his supersonic
student. After living in Hamburg and Berlin, however, I never
really fitted back into living in Lima. So, I decided to move to San
Francisco with the goal of introducing Biodanza in the United
States. That dream became true in 2005 with the establishment of
the first school of Biodanza and teacher training in San
Francisco. In the course of seven years living in the Bay Area, I
facilitated group sessions for Shanti, Self-Help for the Elderly,
On-Lok, New Leaf, and developed a sub-aquatic extension of the
program in collaboration with aquatic bodyworkers trained in
Watsu (Water-Shiatsu) at Harbin Hotsprings.

Nevertheless, I strongly felt that, in order for it to be of any use
at a population level, the method had to be properly analyzed,
with documentation and evidence, in a way that would test its
efficacy and effectiveness beyond the confines of the
movement. If this was ever going to work, I came to realize, I had
to go to a school of public health to study these matters and find
others with similar interests with whom to collaborate on a
research program.

Since I lived in San Francisco, Berkeley was clearly the school of
choice. My experience in the Interdisciplinary Program so far has
been one of great vexation. I find that I have never worked so
hard in my life in matters that made me almost feel that I was
going to lose my mind. At the same time I have never
encountered such exhilaration of the mind and spirit in the sense
that this is, as I am experiencing it, the most important
intellectual and spiritual journey I have ever yet taken – inspired
both by my professors and my student colleagues. I am
profoundly grateful for what is happening to me.

I have been working with Biodanza for the last 15 years and most
people who have taken my classes have provided encouraging
feedback in terms of what the experience had given to them.
Biodanza is a movement that has swept South America, and that
has made inroads in Italy, Germany, Austria, Spain, the UK, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Australia, South Africa, and Japan.

However, the obstacles one faces in getting whatever is needed
to make any new activity have any credibility are extraordinarily
enormous in the world of having to document everything –
everything – in ways often inimical to the subject matter.

I had never dreamed how difficult, time-consuming, and time-
wasting it would be even to get to talk to someone at the VA in
order to get an opportunity to demonstrate how this simple,
wellness-focused activity could afford PTSD veterans with a
cost-effective alternative to the expensive trauma-focused
standard of care, which by all accounts has shown only limited
results in improving veterans’ autonomy, emotional mastery, and
purpose in life.

But the Interdisciplinary Program is transforming me,
empowering me to frame my MPH project anew with current
evidence that points to the direction of developing innovative,
humanizing, simple-to-learn mental and physical health tools that
are effective, scalable, culturally sensitive, and flexibly adaptable
to different populations. I have never had teachers of such a
high caliber before, and I‘ve never had such diverse and eclectic
student colleagues. Overall, it has been a winning experience.

I grew up in Lima, and went to medical school in Hamburg.
Upon receiving my MD, I found out that unless I became a
German citizen and gave up my US citizenship, my options to
work as a doctor were severely restricted. Non-German
physicians, it turned out, were not permitted to work in private
practice, and could be employed clinically only if no German
doctor was found to fill the position. I decided not to surrender
my US passport, found a job at Schering AG in Berlin, and
traveled around the world working in research, development,
and marketing of hormone replacement therapy and oral
contraception.

Building on that international job experience and following my
calling to do clinical work, I moved back to Peru after seven
years in Berlin, re-certified my MD, and set up the first
menopause clinic in South America. In the course of informing
women about their medical choices in midlife – in my quest for
options to relieve the often prevalent co-morbid emotional
stress of my patients – I encountered Biodanza: a highly
interactive, wellness-focused psychosocial group intervention
that I found had immediate pro-social effects.

Three decades earlier, in trying to find some kind of humanistic
resolution of discord among psychiatric patients at the Catholic
University of Santiago, Chile, Rolando Toro Araneda had
devised this activity through trial and error. As he perfected his

My few short months so far in the program have been filled
with challenges, learning, and unexpected benefits. I’ve
gained enormous perspective from my accomplished and
truly diverse classmates, I’ve learned practical skills in media
advocacy and exposure assessment, and I’ve been
confronted with readings and concepts that have redirected
my ideas. Above, I have the sense that I’ve gained a new
community of friends and colleagues, whom I will no doubt
rely on for years to come.

Current Students:

Ron Carter
MD,  Candidate for MPH 2011


